
Caring for your Liberty™ Sedona Mattress 
 

 
Care begins with proper placement and usage for patient care: 

✓ Ensure the mattress fits the Bed properly.  Width x Length proper to bed size.   

✓ Ensure the mattress is proper size and model for patient specific care.  Patient Weight 350lb cap Sedona™ 550 lb cap 

Sedona™ XT) Does the patient need alternating air? Stage IV wound history? Complete assist?  Bed Ridden 24/7? 

 
When is it time to replace your current facility Mattress surface and/or cover? 

o If there is any damage to cover, please contact Keen® for cover replacement quote. 
o If internal foam mattress has (dampness, wetness, odorous, cuts, tears, displaced foam) the mattress must be 

discarded and replaced.   Please Contact Keen® for full mattress replacement quote. 
o If surface was purchased 10 years prior.  Please contact Keen® for mattress replacement. 
o If surface was purchased 5 years prior and has obvious signs of wear and tear, (surface foam is displaced 

discoloration, bottoming out).  Please contact Keen® for mattress replacement quote. 

 

Perform Regular Inspections of Cover and Mattress 
 
At every bed change: The FDA recommends facilities regularly check each mattress and cover for signs of damage or wear such as cuts, tears, 

cracks, pinholes, snags or stains and immediately replace any medical bed mattress and or cover with visible signs of damage or wear to reduce the 

risk of infection to patients.  CHECK YOUR MATTRESS COVER OFTEN.  This will ensure a longer life of your surface.   

 

Perform a thorough cleaning wiping down surface entirely, when soiled, using your preferred cleaning solution.  

(Please note: Bleach will discolor the cover fabric)   

Ensure the cover is always zipped up entirely.   

Perform quick surface spot check: looking for discoloration of fabric, cuts, tears, odorous, displaced foam areas.   

Contact your Keen® Representative for replacement quote information if needed.  503-285-9090 

Every 3-6 Months  

Perform a thorough inspection of cover and mattress: damage, discoloration, cuts, tears, pinholes, zipper seams, 

odorous displaced foam areas.     

Rotate mattress every 3-6 months (turning 180 degrees/head to feet) *Mattresses are not specific for head/feet 

placement.   

Contact your Keen® Representative every 5 years for replacement quote information if needed.  503-285-9090 

Every 5 years   CMS recommends support Mattress surfaces should be replaced every 5 years.    

Thoroughly inspect all surfaces for all above damage to surface and mattress, and for aging, wear and tear.   

Ensure proper replacement guidelines are met.  We suggest keeping records of surfaces purchase dates on 

surfaces.    

Contact your Keen® Representative every 5 years for replacement information quote if needed.  503-285-9090 

Warranty information Liberty™ Sedona mattress is warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship, free from misuse and 

wear and tear, for a 10-year prorated period from the date of delivery to the customer. Liberty™ Mattress EZ ™covers are not covered 

under warranty, however guaranteed to be free from defects in workmanship for 90 days from the date of delivery to the customer.   


